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CONTEXT
Digital tools have the potential to change all aspects of customer interaction for energy retailers, and incumbents in the 
UK, Germany and Spain have still potential to improve their digital footprint

POTENTIAL 
OF DIGITAL 
INTERACTIONS

• For energy retailers, digital tools have the potential to change all aspects of customer 
interaction:

– Leads can be generated through social media, targeted marketing campaigns, and search 
engine advertising. 

– These leads can be converted to sales more easily if apps and websites are effective and 
features such as live chat are available. 

– And customer engagement can be enhanced with portals that provide services such as digital 
meter reading and flexible billing.

CUSTOMER 
DEMAND

• The digitalization of customers’ interaction with all kinds of retailers has created savvy 
consumers. They are sensitive to product information, product sourcing, and service quality. 

• This evolution has been fast in energy retail, where incumbents are being challenged by newer 
market entrants as well as by innovations in digital marketing and sales. 

• Digitalization provides many opportunities for companies dynamic enough to innovate quickly 
to improve their marketing and customer experience. 

DIGITAL FOCUS 
REQUIRED

• In Germany, the United Kingdom and Spain, the 3 countries reviewed by Oliver Wyman, 
however, energy retailers have not yet made the most of these opportunities. 

• Oliver Wyman’s Digital Energy Retail Index gives German energy retailers an average score of  
49 out of 100, UK peers 51 and Spanish peers 52
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OBJECTIVES & METHODOLOGY
We analysed Spanish B2C retailer’s digital capabilities and assessed their competitiveness

GOAL • Assess the state of digitalization of the B2C energy retail market in Spain

• Compare the level of digitalization of Spanish incumbents versus peers in UK and Germany

• Identify relevant digitalization best practices in the three countries

DATA SET • Evaluation of the digital capabilities of 8 selected companies in Spain representing 92% of 
retail market

APPROACH • Outside-in assessment: Creation of indices on a scale of 0 to 100 with data based on the 
evaluation of web portals, apps, etc. (a total of 81 criteria and 141 quantified data points)

ASSESSMENT • Structuring according to three key categories:

– Digital Marketing: online marketing activities, web/ app performance

– Digital Sales: landing page and contracting process

– Customer Portal: digital account management and customer service
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ASSESSMENT OF DIGITAL CAPABILITIES
Three capabilities have been evaluated: Digital Marketing, Digital Sales and Customer Portals

CAPABILITY DESCRIPTION GOAL TOPICS COVERED

1 DIGITAL 
MARKETING

• Proficiency in employing online 
marketing, incl. search engine 
optimization / advertising and social 
media presence; website and app 
performance; tracking tools and lead 
generation; marketing communication, 
incl. newsletters

• Improve brand awareness, 
increase website traffic, and 
generate leads

• Online marketing
• Website performance
• Social media usage
• Tracking tools
• Web vs. app
• …

2 DIGITAL 
SALES

• Online product information, portfolio 
diversity and cross selling; user 
friendliness of web/app sign-up 
process, incl. payment methods; 
product pricing sophistication

• Increase conversion rate
and turn website visitors 
and app users into 
customers

• Completion of contracts route
• Pricing
• Product portfolio
• Payment methods
• Sales communication
• …

3 CUSTOMER 
PORTALS

• Digital communication channels (e.g. 
chat) and FAQs; personal data, 
payment, billing and contract 
management; meter readings,  
consumption visualization and down 
payment adjustments

• Improve customer 
retention, build customer 
loyalty and realize cross-
selling opportunities

• Communication channels
• Consumption information
• Management of personal data
• Digital channels
• Billing process
• …
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• Overall, the potential of digitalization is not used to its fullest extent among retail energy players in Spain; in an index 
ranging from 0 to 100, Spanish incumbents, who have the best capabilities in the Spanish market, are scoring a 
meagre average of 58

• Although these scores are in line with those of other European peers in UK and Germany (who score 61 and 49 
respectively), they are generally still far from best practice

• More worryingly, these scores indicate that digital capabilities among Spanish Retail Energy companies are far behind 
those of other adjacent client-relationship based industries such as Telco, banking, retail, etc

– Those industries have significantly upped their game in recent years and are now far more advanced

• This represents a major potential threat for current Retail Energy players, since it’s leaving a back-door open for 
other players to enter this market 

• These potential competitors should be taken seriously: they have financial muscle, they are looking for growth 
opportunities after having lost significant market value, and have the capabilities to enter the retail energy market 
with a promise they can fulfil of better customer experience, simplicity of combined services and flexibility. 

– And some are starting to tip-toe into the market

– There have been cases in the past where the attempt for some of these players to enter failed, but it was more 
due to timing than anything else. 

MAIN CONCLUSIONS (1/2)
The  potential of digitalization is not fully captured in the Spanish retail energy market and this represents a major 
threat for main players 
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• As a summary of the digital capabilities among Spanish Retail Energy companies

– Digital marketing is the weakest capability observed. Spanish incumbents, with a score of 52 are slightly ahead of 
its international peers but they still can enhance their social media penetration and improve other elements such 
SEO and SEA

– Spanish incumbents lag behind UK peers in digital sales, with a score of 54 vs 65 (Germany behind with 49). 
Potential improvements are the development of customised pricing and the integration of cross-selling 
opportunities

– Customer portals is the most advanced dimension across the analysed geographies, (UK 73, Spain 67 and Germany 
58). However, additional features and elements can be included, such as referral programs, online meter reading
or more flexible billing options

• Overall, Spanish incumbents rate higher than challengers across the 3 categories, but specially on Customer Portals, 
thanks to more powerful websites that provide more information and in a more visual way

• Spanish incumbents can improve their digital footprint implementing some of the best practices identified: 

– Approach digital marketing with a specific social media strategy and SEO/SEA investment

– Improve digital sales implementing a shopping basket logic with an easier sign-up process 

– Develop customer portals that are visual and easy to navigate and integrate meter reading scan

MAIN CONCLUSIONS (2/2)
Spanish incumbents rate higher than challengers although they could improve adopting several best practices observed 
in other markets
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DIGITALSALES

51

Perspectives

• Significant potential observed across 
all categories 

• Digital marketing is fairly disperse 
across companies; in general, there is 
broad potential to optimise SEA1 and 
SEO1 capabilities

• Digital sales score is mainly driven by 
limited cross-selling capabilities, and 
pricing offer limited to static prices

• Customer portals capabilities spread, 
with incumbents providing more 
sophisticated sites while smaller 
challengers have simpler capabilities

Digital index per category
From 0 to 100, top 8 Spanish selected companies1

RESULTS OF RETAIL DIGITAL INDEX IN SPAIN
Overall, the level of digitalization in Spain can be further developed in each of the categories

Note 1: horizontal bars show the range between the 25% and 75% percentile (a measure of the bandwidth of results around the 
average, e.g. a wide bar indicates a more widely scattered performance around the average across companies)

1. SEO stans for Search Engine Optimization (relative to the ranking of a company in the organics results of search engines) and SEA for Search Engine Advertising (relative to ads included in the search results)
Source: Oliver Wyman Analysis, Companies’ websites

CUSTOMER PORTALS

57

DIGITALMARKETING

49
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49

DIGITALSALES

54 65

Perspectives

• When comparing large utilities across 
markets, UK is clearly ahead, while 
Germany shows the lowest results

• Spanish incumbents have room for 
improvement to reach the UK levels, 
which outstand in terms of digital 
sales and customer portal

• Digital Marketing: Spanish companies 
are in line with its foreign peers, with 
potential for SEA and SEO 
optimization

• Digital Sales: Spanish energy 
companies generally missing cross-
selling capabilities, and dynamic 
pricing

• Customer Portal: Spanish incumbents 
spread is aligned with other countries. 
Features like “Meter reading via app” 
or referral programs are not 100% 
available among Spanish utilities 

Digital index per category
From 0 to 100, utility companies1 vs incumbents in Spain

Note 1: horizontal bars show the range between the lowest and largest value (a measure of the bandwidth of results around the 
average, e.g. a wide bar indicates a more widely scattered performance around the average across companies)

SPANISH INCUMBENTS VS PEERS IN UK & GERMANY (1/4)
Large utilities in the UK have achieved a greater digitalization score mainly driven by their digital sales and customer 
portal features

Spain Germany United Kingdom

Source: Oliver Wyman Analysis, Companies’ websites

58 67 73

CUSTOMER PORTALS

50

DIGITALMARKETING

5246
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SPANISH INCUMBENTS VS PEERS IN UK & GERMANY (2/4)
DIGITAL MARKETING

Perspectives Digital index per sub-category of Digital marketing
From 0 to 100, utility companies vs incumbents in Spain

3825 45

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION

30

Spain Germany United Kingdom

SOCIAL MEDIA

31

SEARCH ENGINE ADVERTISING

2325

3838

• Social media is a key advertising element 
that could be easily enhanced by most of 
the large utilities

• SEO and SEA could be further enhanced, 
both are a key part of digital marketing 
and involve multiple elements from 
backlinks to indexed pages

• Note 1: vertical bars represent the average value for the specified categories given the set of utilities

Source: Oliver Wyman Analysis, Companies’ websites
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SPANISH INCUMBENTS VS PEERS IN UK & GERMANY (3/4)
DIGITAL SALES

Perspectives Digital index per sub-category of Digital Sales
From 0 to 100, utility companies vs incumbents in Spain

Spain Germany United Kingdom

63

SIGN-UP PROCESS

6930

• The sign-up process is important not only 
to avoid customer leaving unfinalized but 
also to cross-sell additional products or 
commodities 

68

PRODUCTS AVAILABILITY

6365

• Cross-selling additional non commodity 
products should be enhanced and 
announced in both the marketing website 
and customer portal

Note 1: vertical bars represent the average value for the specified categories given the set of utilities

94

PRICING

0 100

• Energy offers to evolve to offer each 
customer a differential pricing, based on 
location, consumption, payment record…

Source: Oliver Wyman Analysis, Companies’ websites

Spanish offers are based on 
packages that cannot be 

tailored for each customer
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SPANISH INCUMBENTS VS PEERS IN UK & GERMANY (4/4)
CUSTOMER PORTALS

Perspectives Digital index per sub-category of Customer portal
From 0 to 100, utility companies vs incumbents in Spain

37 73 100

METER READING

77

REFERRAL

60

Spain Germany United Kingdom

50

52

BILLING

4446

• Including new payment methods or add 
payment flexibility (e.g. pay bi-weekly, 
reduce payment in a given month…) can 
improve customer experience

• Referral programs are a cross-industry 
practice that properly implemented can 
enhance the acquisition of new clients and 
improve the existing churn

• Meter reading via app and web portal 
provides benefits to both the customer 
(better experience and speed) and the 
provider (information management)

Note 1: vertical bars represent the average value for the specified categories given the set of utilities

Source: Oliver Wyman Analysis, Companies’ websites
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DIGITALMARKETING

49 5246

CUSTOMER PORTALS

5739 67

Perspectives

• Spanish Incumbents are better 
positioned in the digital world than  
challengers, but both have significant 
potential for improvement

• Digital marketing can be further 
optimised to improve SEO and SEA 
capabilities

• Digital sales score is driven low by a 
limited offering of products to cross-
sell, and lack of tailored prices based 
on customer metrics (consumption, 
location…)

• Customer portals capabilities are the 
most spread, with challengers clearly 
lagging behind incumbents, due to 
usage issues and lack of referral 
programs, among others

Digital index per category
From 0 to 100, Spanish selected companies

SPANISH INCUMBENTS VS CHALLENGERS (1/4)
In Spain, Incumbents are better positioned than Challengers in terms of digital capabilities, specially on Customer 
Portals; however, there is potential for improvement across all of them

Note 1: Note 1: horizontal bars show the range between the lowest and largest value (a measure of the bandwidth of results 
around the average, e.g. a wide bar indicates a more widely scattered performance around the average across companies)

Average Incumbents Challengers

DIGITALSALES

51 5445
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SPANISH INCUMBENTS VS CHALLENGERS (2/4)
DIGITAL MARKETING

Perspectives Digital index per sub-category of Digital Marketing
From 0 to 100, Spanish selected companies

2925

SEARCH ENGINE OPTIMIZATION

21

SEARCH ENGINE ADVERTISING

14

• SEO and SEA positioning to be improved, 
with specific campaigns and website and 
app improvements (e.g. backlinks, indexed 
pages and additional content)

• Note 1: vertical bars represent the average value for the specified categories given the set of utilities

41

PERFORMANCE WEB

48 60

• Improve from a holistic point of view the 
website (e.g. faster loading time) and 
create specific marketing campaigns to 
drive additional traffic

Average Incumbents Challengers

52

27

25

67
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SPANISH INCUMBENTS VS CHALLENGERS (3/4) 
DIGITAL SALES

Perspectives Digital index per sub-category of Digital Sales
From 0 to 100, Spanish selected companies

53

PRODUCTS AVAILABILITY

59 63

• Cross-selling additional products (e.g. 
smart meters, gas) can lead to additional 
revenues and should be boosted

Note 1: vertical bars represent the average value for the specified categories given the set of utilities

PRICING

0

• Evolve to a dynamic pricing algorithm that 
includes additional variables (e.g. location, 
past payment data, and usage)

Average Incumbents Challengers

0 0

Spanish offers are based on 
packages that cannot be 

tailored for each customer
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SPANISH INCUMBENTS VS CHALLENGERS (4/4) 
CUSTOMER PORTALS

Perspectives Digital index per sub-category of Customer Portals
From 0 to 100, Spanish selected companies

40

BILLING

4344

• Allow adjusting payment frequency or 
send Push Notifications to inform about 
upcoming bills can provide additional 
flexibility to customers

Note 1: vertical bars represent the average value for the specified categories given the set of utilities

REFERRAL

50

• Include a referral program with rewards to 
current and prospect customers that 
facilitate customer acquisition

Average Incumbents Challengers

33 60

USAGE

48

• Incumbents which currently do not include 
predicted usage or Push Notifications for 
remind meter submission will add them

22 63
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